
 

 

Grades for test 1 

• Graded out of 40 (scores over 100% not possible) 

o Three perfect scores based on this grading scale!!! 

o Avg = 57 

o Stdev = 23 

• Scores below 40% are in trouble.   

• Scores 40-60% are on the bubble to pass.  There is a lot of class left…that’s why the bubble is so large.  

Look carefully at your test.  If you knew the right things to try but were getting killed by little things (units, 

sig figs, unit vectors, the way you are supposed to write things, etc) you can probably bring it up with more 

practice.  If your errors are more along the lines of not knowing how to start problems, or using equations 

inappropriately, that is an indicator lots of extra practice is needed. 

• Scores over 60% can probably fix things up and should pass. 

• Distribution is shown below. 
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PHYS 161 SP18 T1A Solns (YELLOW) 

1a) The sum is 1740.21	m = 1.74021	km. 

1b) The difference is 0.43	m = 430	mm. 

2) The given equation is �� = �� ���� 

������ = ���� ���������� 
			m			m�s� = ���� ms�m ∙ s�  

m ∙ s�m� = ����ms� ∙ 1m ∙ s� 

s�m = ��� 1s� 

��� = ��� 

3a) Two sig figs.  Leading zeros (at the left side of the number) are never significant.  Trailing zeros (at the right end 

of the number) are significant IF at least one of the trailing zeroes is to the right of the decimal.   

3b) The conversion is shown below.  Either of the last two bold answers was accepted. 3200 fthr� × 12	in1	ft × 2.54	cm1	in × 1	m100	cm × &1	hr'�&3600	s'� = 0.0000753	 ms� = ). * × +,-* 	��. = )*	 /��.  

TIP: if a unit is squared in the conversion you must remember to square the units in that conversion factor AND 

THE NUMBERS in that conversion factor. 

TIP: unless the conversion factor specifies the number of sig figs with an underbar, conversion factors are typically 

assumed to have infinite sig figs.  Therefore, most of the time, your converted number should have the same number 

of sig figs as the unconverted number!  

  



 

 

4) This problem talks about volume, mass and density.  I would first derive the equation for the volume of the 

object, then shove that into the density equation, re-read the problem, and finally solve for something. 012134 = 0564 − 089:;  012134 = <=�ℎ − 12 ?43<�@A 

Notice the radii are not the same; I used big = for the cylinder and little � for the hemisphere. 

Because the problem statement gave diameter of cylinder use = = B� 

012134 = <4 C�ℎ − 23<�@ 

We also know D = :E  which can be rearranged to give 0 = F/D.  This givess <4 C�ℎ − 23<�@ = FD  

Now solve this for little �.  Convert all numbers to similar units.  Then plug in those numbers to get a result. 23<�@ = <4 C�ℎ − FD  

�@ = 32< ?<4 C�ℎ − FD A 

� = � 32< ?<4 C�ℎ − FDAH
 

Convert mass F to g 
5.55	lbs × 0.4536	kg1	lbs × 1000	kg1	kg = 2517.5	g 

The kg to g conversion has infinite sig figs. 

Convert height ℎ to cm 
2.40	in × 2.54	cm1	in = 6.096	cm 

The in to cm conversion has infinite sig figs (this is how inch is defined) 

Convert diameter C to cm 4.00	in × 2.54	cm1	in = 10. 16	cm 

Leave density D as is in 
MNOH D = 8.73	 gcm@ 

� = Q 32< R<4 S10. 16	cmT�S6.096	cmT − 2517.5	g8.73	 gcm@U
H

 

� = � 32< S494. 22	cm@ − 288. 37	cm@TH
 

� = � 32< 205. 85	cm@H
 

V = 4.615	cm ≈ 4.62	cm = �. X. × +,-.� = �X. .	�� 

Problem asked for sci notation or engr with appropriate prefix (last two bold answers).  Some things to check: 

• The units worked out (that’s a good sign). 

• The radius of the hemisphere is less than the height and the diameter of the hemisphere is less than the 

diameter of the cylinder.  This means such a hole could actually be removed from the cylinder. 

• If problem statement gives decimal numbers with units, answers have decimal numbers with units. 

• If using stored numbers on calculator you get 46.149 mm=46.1 mm.  Both answers differ from unrounded 

final answer by 50 microns, about 1/2 of a human hair.  Arguing over this is literally like splitting hairs! 



 

 

 

5a) Problem 5 is a classic two stage problem.  I will assume to the right is positive as usual. 

Car 1 (initially moving and slowing down) Car 2 (initially at rest and speeding up) Δ�Z = � − 12 ��� 

Notice the minus sign on the acceleration term.  The 

car is moving right but slowing at rate �. 

 

The velocity equation for car one is Z[ =  − �� 

Δ�� = 12 &4�'�� Δ�� = 2��� 

This car has no velocity term because it starts from 

rest.  Also, the acceleration is positive because this car 

moves to the right and speeds up. �[ = 4�� 

If the cars meet, you are supposed to know they have the same final position.  In this case, since they each started at 

the same starting line, having the same final position is equivalent to having the same displacement. � − 12 ��� = 2��� 

Think before moving on.  In this case the givens are  and � while we are looking for �.  This equation should get 

the job done.  Final answer is  \ = .]*^ 

5b) Now use the time from the previous part in whichever displacement equation seems simpler to use.  Remember: 

in this special case we know displacement and distance traveled are directly related because the cars never reverse 

direction. _` = a]..*^ 

5c) Max separation between the cars occurs when they have the same velocity.  − �� = 4�� \ = ]*^ 

 

 

If problem statement gives you letters for variables (without units) you should answer with variables (without units).  

  



 

 

6a) The plot looks like 

 
6b) The magnitude of the acceleration is greatest when the magnitude of the slope is greatest.  This occurs between 4 

and 5 seconds. 

6c) Total displacement is given by total area under the cure.  Areas below the horizontal time axis are negative. b12134 = c−4.00ms d &1.00	s' + 12 c−4.00ms d &1.00	s' + 12 c8.00ms d &2.00	s' + 12 c8.00ms d &1.00	s' b12134 = 6.00	m 

The problem asked for displacement and so we are done.  For clarity, let us emphasize the vector nature of this 

answer by adding in the appropriate unit vector: Displacement = Δ�jjjjk = 6.00	m	l ̂
6d) Final position is found Displacement = nℎ�opq	in	position Δ�jjjjk = �[jjjk − �sjjjk �[jjjk = �sjjjk + Δ�jjjjk 

One sees the final position vector equals the displacement vector whenever the initial position vector is zero.  Said 

another way, whenever an object has initial position at the origin of your coordinates, the displacement vector equals 

the final position vector. 

 

This is different from asking about distance and displacement …the numbers for distance and displacement are 

equal as long as the object never reverses direction. 

 

Generally, if a problem statement gives you decimal numbers with units, your answers should have decimal 

numbers with units.  The default is 3 sig figs unless otherwise specified. 
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7a) Remember the minus does nothing to the units of the equation.  In fact, including the minus sign is incorrect. 

	��� = ����t� = ms�					mtst 				 = ms� ∙ stmt = sumv 

7b) Rewriting gives	 ww� = −�t 

Need to separate...� is a function of . ww� = −�t 

x wt[
; = −�x w�1y

1z{|  

}− 15 -v~;[ = −��[ 

Cancel the negative sign, change �[ → �, cross multiply by 5. �-v�;[ = 5�� 1[v − 1;v = 5�� 

]&\' = ]� = Q ++]�* + *�\	*  

Most students stop here.  Don’t forget that when doing the problem this way you are supposed to know [  is 

synonymous with &�'.		 
 

I like to keep going.  Multiply all terms of fraction under radical by ;v 

&�' = � ;v1 + 5;v��	�
 

Now you can factor out ; ]&\' = ]� � ++ + *]�*�\	�
+/*

 

Since the term out front has the correct units we expect the crap inside to be unitless.  Notice, by factoring out that 

crap we only need to check the units on the one term.  While checking the units, recall the number 5 came from the 

integral and has no units. �5��;v������� = &no	units' �mv�v �� sumv� &s' = no	units 

Now check what happens if � = 0…we should get ; and we do. 

Now check what happens as time increases.  As � gets bigger the denominator increases and [  decreases.  We 

expect the object should slow down over time.  Now think back to the original definition where the object was 

moving to the right (positive velocity) while the acceleration was to the left (the negative sign in original equation 

for �).  We expect the object should be slowing down when � and  have opposite signs.  All these things check out.  

Feeling good. 

If problem statement gives you letters for variables (without units) you should answer with variables (without units).  

  



 

 

Since I didn’t specify how to deal with sig figs on problem 8 expect wide latitude for reasonably presented answers.  

That said, I might as well do it correctly so you can get the practice as well. 

8a) A listing of the knowns/unknowns is shown at 

right.  Since �� = 0 we know [� = ;� = .  Using 

the � equation for the y-direction gives [6� = ;6� + 2�6∆� [6� = � sin� � + 2&−p'&ℎ' [6 = ±�� sin� � − 2pℎ [6 = ±7.843ms  

Problem statement says ball is moving downwards as it hits the wall.  That tells you to use the negative root. 

For impact speed use [ = �[�� + [6� = √12.00� + 7.843� = 14. 34O� . 

TIP: If the first digit of an answer is a 1, most engineers would want you to write four digits.  Why?  It more 

accurately reflects the percent precision of the number.  Think about it: ignoring that 0.04 is approximately  0.0414.34 ≈ 0.003 = 0.3%	q���� 

If you are doing a number of calculations, ignoring these seemingly small errors can rapidly get out of control. 

 

8b) You could do the quadratic with the Δ� equation…but why? [6 = ;6 + �6� � = [6 − ;6�6  

Be sure to use the negative root from above since ball moving downwards at impact. 

� = c−7.843ms d − c9.006ms dc−9.8 ms�d = 1. 719	s 

Turns out we only know p to two sig figs but typically engineers include 3 sig figs unless otherwise specified.  

Include four if first digit is a 1. 

Side note: even though p only has 2 sig figs it is actually very close to having 3 sig figs.  If you tracked percent 

uncertainties on this problem then used those to determine the final sig figs you would almost certainly end up with 

3 sig figs (not 2 as predicted by sig fig rules).   

More on this in lab…(dreadfully ominous music swells up at end of scene) 

8c) Now that you know the time just shove that time into Δ� = ;�� Δ� = c12. 00ms d S1. 719	sT = 20. 63	m 

I kept the extra digits out of habit.  Suppose I needed to use this number later to compute something to three sig figs.  

I would then use the unrounded number to four sig figs to avoid intermediate rounding error.  Note: while this is far 

(just under ¼ of a soccer field) it is doable.  For a kick this long, however, ignoring air resistance is probably 

unrealistic.  That said, this is a reasonable estimate of the distance to the wall. 

 

8d) I stated quite clearly to distinguish between vectors and scalars.  The first three answers were all scalars.  This 

one asked for velocity at max height.  While it is zero in the vertical direction, the x-component of velocity is still 

present.  It is easiest to write one of the following: k:3�89;�81 = ;�l̂ = 	 cos � l̂ = 12. 00O� l.̂ 
8e) The acceleration is zero in the x but non zero in the y: �k:3�89;�81 = �6�̂ = 	−p�̂ = −9.8 O�� �̂.  Regarding sig 

figs, that 9.8 is essentially a three sig fig number.  I allowed any number between 9.79 and 9.81 as well. 

Expect zero credit for saying ^ = �.  

∆� ? ∆� ℎ = 1.00	m 

;�  cos � = 12. 00ms  ;6   sin � = 9.006ms  

[�  cos � = 12. 00ms  [6  ? 

�� 0 �6 −p = −9.8 F�� � ?   



 

 

Problem 9: I used colors so stuff pops out in the solution. 

WATCH OUT!  I expect units on this answer because you were 

initially given numbers with units. bk = First displacement = 12.0	m heading 28.5° south of east.   �jk = Second displacement = upwards 9.00	m = 9.00	m	��  �k = Third displacement is unknown. =jk = Final position = resultant = 5.00	m angled 36.9° west of up. 

 bk = 12.0	m&cos 28.5°'l̂ − 12.0	m&sin 28.5°'� ̂bk = 10. 54	m	l̂ − 5.726	m	�̂ =jk = −5.00	m&sin 36.9'	l̂ + 5.00	m&cos 36.9'	��  =jk = −3.002	m	l̂ + 3.998	m	��  

9a) First I would rearrange bk + �jk + �k = =jk to give �k = =jk − Sbk + �jkT.  Then I would find �k = =jk − Sbk + �jkT �k = =jk + S−bkT + S−�jkT 

 				=jk = 		 S−3.002	l̂ + 0.000	�̂ + 3.998	��T	m −bk = S−10. 54	l̂ + 5.726	�̂ + 0.000	��T	m 	−�jk = 	 S0.000	l̂ + 	0.000	�̂ − 9.000	��T	m 																		�k = S−13. 542	l̂ + 5.726	�̂ − 5.002	��T	m 

The problem statement asked for the magnitude of this displacement.  I will leave off units until the last step as it is 

obvious we will end up with units of meters. � = ��k� = �13. 542� + 5.726� + 5.002 � = �183. 38 + 32. 79 + 25. 02 

Keep left most column when adding/subtracting and tracking sig figs. � = �241. 2 � = 15. 53	m 

TIP: If the first digit of an answer is a 1, most engineers would want you to write four digits.  Why?  It more 

accurately reflects the percent precision of the number.  Think about it: ignoring that 0.03 is approximately  0.0315.53 ≈ 0.002 = 0.2%	q���� 

If you are doing a number of calculations, ignoring these seemingly small errors can rapidly get out of control. 

9b) Use the dot product to get the angle between two vectors. bk ∙ =jk = bk ∙ =jk �bk��=jk� cos � = b�=� + b6=6 + b�=� &12.0	m'&5.00	m' cos � = S10. 54	mTS−3.002	mT + 0 + 0 

cos � = �S10. 54	mTS−3.002	mT&12.0	m'&5.00	m' � 

cos � = −31. 6460.0 	 � = � �-+&−,. *.)�' ≈ +.+. a° 
  

N (+�̂) 

S 

W 
E (+l̂) 

Up (+��) 

28.5° 



 

 

Now for the fun parts… 

EC1: The object starts at the origin and begins its motion with negative displacement.  We also know the total 

displacement is positive from part 6c.  Clearly, at some point the object must transition from negative to positive net 

displacement at some point in time.  When the object has zero net displacement it is necessarily back at its initial 

position (in this case the origin).  By looking at the graph, one can see the total area under the curve (total 

displacement) should be zero sometime between 3 and 4 seconds. 

The area under the curve for the first two seconds is b|-�	�¡N = −6.00	m 

The area between 2 seconds and the time of interest is b�-1 = 12 &¢��q'&ℎq£pℎ�' 

b�-1 = 12 &Δ�'&�¤�¥q ∙ Δ�' 

Here Δ� = � − 2.00	s.  You could plug this in now but it is cleaner to leave it as Δ� for now. b�-1 = 12 �¤�¥q ∙ &Δ�'� 

b�-1 = 12 ?�£�q�¦oA ∙ &Δ�'� 

b�-1 = 12R8.00ms2.00	s U ∙ &Δ�'� 

b�-1 = 12 c4.00 ms�d ∙ &Δ�'� 

This area must be +6.00	m if the object is to return to the origin. 12 c4.00 ms�d ∙ &Δ�'� = +6.00	m Δ� = 1.732	s 

Don’t forget…this is not the time when the object reaches the origin.   

It is the time elapsed after � = 2.00	s when the object reaches the origin.  Therefore the object is at the origin at  \ = §. )§	� 

EC2: Problem says loses half it’s speed of 15.00 m/s in first 1.00 s.  

&�' = ; � 11 + 5;v��	�
Z/v

 

12 ; = ; � 11 + 5;v��	�
Z/v

 

12 = � 11 + 5;v��	�
Z/v

 132 = 11 + 5;v��	 32 = 1 + 5;v�� � = 315;v� = 315 c15.00ms dv &1.00	s' = 8.16 × 10-t sumv 

 


